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Abstract 
Duval, D. and P. Stnechaud, Sketches and parametrization, Theoretical Computer Science 
123 (1994) 117-130. 
This paper deals with problems about conception and design of high-level computer algebra systems. 
Here we use a categorical approach given by the notion of sketches. Sketches allow to describe 
computation mechanisms in a syntactic way, well adapted to implementation. 
A computer algebra system must allow the manipulation of algebraic structures, in particular, the 
construction of new structures from known ones. In this paper we give a definition, at the sketch 
level, of parametrization of a structure by another one. 
0. Introduction 
Sketches were introduced in the 1960s by Ehresmann [S], and developed by 
Lair, Coppey, Guitart and others [3, 4, lo]. Books by Barr and Wells helped 
to bring them to light [l, 21. A recent bibliography by Permwall is now available 
c141. 
Sketches provide a categorical description of first-order mathematical structures 
[lo]. This description is done in a concise and visual way. They also give a convenient 
framework to define and describe computation mechanisms [6,7]. Hence, the theory 
of sketches appears as a very interesting tool to build strong foundations for a high- 
level computer algebra system. 
One major property of such a system should be the ability to construct new 
structures from existing ones in a consistent way. In this paper we show that sketches 
provide a suitable tool to understand and to define the parametrization of a structure 
by another one. We describe the typical example of the parametrization of the ring of 
(univariate) polynomials by its coefficient ring. 
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In Section 1 we give the definition of sketches. They provide a “syntactic” tool, well 
suited to implementation. We also define the models of a sketch, which give the 
“semantic” point of view, more usual to mathematicians. 
In order to build a bridge between the syntax of a computer algebra system and the 
semantic used by people, we must also define a syntactic counterpart for models. 
For this purpose, we again use sketches and their morphisms. This is described in 
Section 2. 
We then define the parametrization of a structure by another one in Section 3. This 
definition is entirely at the sketch level, without any reference to models. However it 
“corresponds” to the usual idea attached to parametrization. 
Section 4 describes a method for the construction of parametrizations, using the 
categorical tool of amalgamated sums. We give several examples. 
Remark 1. In examples, in order to stay concise and clear, we give incomplete graphs 
and equivalences between arrows; we only give the information that is necessary to 
understand the examples. 
1. A few definitions about sketches 
In this section, we outline the definitions which are needed to understand the paper. 
More precise definitions and results can be found in [2-4]. 
Remark 1.1. We work here only with finite and discrete sketches. 
Definition 1.2. A sketch is an oriented graph (made of nodes and arrows) such that: 
l To every node N is associated a “loop” arrow (from N to N): the identity. 
l The set of arrows is endowed with a composition law and with an equivalence 
relation which is compatible with the composition law (actually, this is not satisfied 
by the sketch itself but by its “type”, where the computations are done). 
l In this graph we distinguish some projective and inductive cones. 
Example 1.3 (A sketch of natural numbers). Let us draw a sketch which corresponds 
to natural numbers. More precisely, the set of natural numbers forms a model of this 
sketch. We describe the model of natural numbers together with the sketch, though 
the definition of a model is given only at the end of the section. 
The graph (without the identity arrows) is as given in Fig. 1. 
In the model associated with the natural numbers, the nodes of the graph 
are interpreted as sets and the arrows as applications: The node N1 is interpreted as 
the set N of natural numbers, the arrow s as the successor function, and pl as the 
addition. 
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Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b). 
The distinguished projective cones of the sketch are indicated in Fig. 2(a). It means 
that Nz is interpreted as the product N2 of two copies of N, the arrows p1 and p2 as the 
projections of N2 over N, and N,, as a set with one element. 
The distinguished inductive cone of the sketch is indicated in Fig. 2(b). It means 
that the node NT is interpreted as the set N* of nonzero natural numbers, and the 
arrow i as the injection of N* into N. 
Some of the equivalences between arrows are 
s*op-idNT, 
ios*-s, 
so that the arrow p is interpreted as the predecessor function. 
Definition 1.4. A morphism of sketches from a sketch d to a sketch 9 is an application 
which sends the nodes of 6 on those of 3, and the arrows of 6 on those of 8. The 
image of a composition law (of an equivalence relation, of a distinguished cone) of 
d must be a composition law (an equivalence relation, a distinguished cone) of 9. 
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Proposition 1.5. Sketches with their morphisms form a category which we denote dY2 
Sketches may be used to describe the usual mathematical structures. 
Example 1.6. A projective (i.e. without inductive cone) sketch of rings IS shown in 
Fig. 3(a) and the distinguished projective cones are shown in Fig. 3(b). 
Equivalences between arrows describe properties of rings. We do not give them 
here. 
The description of mathematical structures provided by sketches is totally syntac- 
tic, so it could be handled by a machine. 
We now define the models of a sketch. The models of the sketch above are the rings: 
for example, the ring of integers, or the ring of bivariate polynomials with complex 
coefficients. 
Definition 1.7. Let B be a sketch. We call model of d a functor from the graph of 8 to 
the category of sets such that the image of each distinguished projective cone is 
a product and the image of each distinguished inductive cone is a sum. The image of 
a given node or arrow by a model is called its interpretation in the model. Morphisms 
between the models of a given sketch are defined in an “obvious” way. 
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While a sketch provides a syntactic description of a given structure, its models 
provide a semantic for this structure. Roughly speaking, the sketch can easily be 
implemented, while the models are meaningful for the users. 
Proposition 1.8. The models of a given sketch 8 with the morphims between them form 
a category which we denote Aod(b). 
Definition 1.9. An initial model of a sketch 6’ is a model of W such that there is one and 
only one morphism from this model to any other model of 8. 
For example N is an initial model for our first sketch, and the ring of integers Z for 
our second sketch. Every projective sketch has an initial model, but it may be false for 
nonprojective sketches. 
2. A correspondence between syntax and semantics 
Usually, we compute in a semantic context: we formalize the problems and the 
computations in a given syntax, but we know how to interpret the formalization that 
we use. Because the machine lives in a syntactic context, as soon as we want to use it 
we must express things in the most syntactic way. We may understand the link 
between syntax and semantics through the initial models. 
Let ~4 be a sketch. We now define a syntactic description of some models of d. 
Definition 2.1. We call morphismfrom d each morphism of sketches with source &. 
Let s# (sy) be a morphism from d with target g (%?). An &-morphism from sd to sK is 
a morphism of sketches F from $9 to %? such that 
Fs,=s,. 
Remark 2.2. We keep the same name for the morphism of sketches F : B+V and the 
corresponding A-morphism F : sJ+sy. 
Proposition 2.3. The morphisms from & with the &-morphisms form a category called 
&l&92. 
In order to prove this proposition, we must verify that the composition of two 
d-morphisms is an &-morphism, which is straightforward. 
Definition 2.4. We call &’ the base of the category &‘/by2 
The following result explains why &-morphisms give a syntactic description of 
models of &‘. Here we denote by (,ol/aYS)i, the full subcategory of &/a92 made of 
the &‘-morphisms such that their target has an initial model. 
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Fig. 4 
Proposition 2.5. There is a finctor @from (&‘/&YL~)~~ towards A’&(d). 
Proof. (1) We first define the image by @ of the nodes of the category (&/BP’~)~,,. 
Let sJ be a morphism from d, with target 98, such that g has an initial model $a. Let 
u9 be the forgetful functor [12], associated to sg, which allows one to consider every 
model of BJ as a model of d. We define: 
(2) We now define the image by @ of the arrows of the category (~/6~~)i”. Let sB 
(sy) be a morphism from d with target g(V), such that BJ(%‘) has an initial model J?, 
(3%). Let F be a d-morphism from s1 to su. Let ug, uy, t.+ be the forgetful functors, 
respectively, associated to sd, sy and to F : g+%‘. Since .& is the initial model of $9, 
there is a unique arrow in the category AM!(~) from 9& to Us. We call it mF and 
we define: 
Q(F) = x&F). 
The domain of Q(F) is u&J~)=@(s,) and its codomain is u~(u.~(~~)). Since F is an 
d-morphism from sd to sy we have Fsd = se. It follows that uduF = uy and that the 
codomain of Q(F) is u,(&)= @(So), as required. 
(3) Finally, we prove that @ is a functor from (&/&‘Ys)in towards Aud(d). 
We must verify the following. 
w&4 = 14 (69) for every &?. This is obvious. 
@(GF)= @(G)@(F) for every pair of consecutive d-morphisms F:sB+sy and 
G : s%+s~ in (&/‘&Y9)i,. 
Let 8, %’ and 9 be the respective targets of So, srg and sy. The situation is shown in 
Fig. 4. 
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l By definition, with the former notations, @(F)=u,(mF) and G(G)= u&,J. So 
@(F) and G(G) may be composed, since the target of Q(F) and the source of 
@(G) are both u,(&). The composition @(G)@(F) is an arrow from ud(L-aa) to 
%VL7). 
l The arrow @(GF), by definition, has source Us (9,) and target ug (Y9). It is equal 
to ug(mcF) where &F is the unique arrow in J&M!(~) with source LK~ and 
target UGF(~~). We must prove that UJ(mGF) = &&(mG)ug(mF) in &00!(d). 
But in .&‘~d(~), thanks to the unicity of m GF, we have mGF = UF (mG) ??$. Since ug 
is a functor and uy = Us uF we get 
UJ @GF) = %# bF(mG)) u&F) = UY bGb&F) 
as required. 0 
Remark 2.6. This result can be generalized to sketches that do not necessarily have 
initial models. 
Proposition 2.5 builds a syntactic description of models of a given sketch. We use 
this in Section 3 to define the parametrization of a sketch by another one. 
3. Parametrization of a sketch by another one 
The construction of a new structure from an existing one (called “the parameter”) 
can be viewed as a “second-order application” between structures. 
For instance, the construction of the ring of univariate polynomials R[X] over 
a coefficient ring R may be considered as an “application” which associates with every 
ring R another one R[X]. We want to describe the application “by itself”, indepen- 
dently from the “value” of R. This description must allow the construction of Z[X] 
from Z as well as the construction of Q[X] from Q (if Q denotes the rational 
numbers), but surely not the construction of some “N[X]” from the integers N, since 
N is not a ring. It means that parameters must have some “type”, here they must be 
rings. 
Currently, one computer algebra system is able to do such constructions, in a very 
efficient way. It is the system formerly called Scratchpad, and now called Axiom 
[S, 111. In such a computer algebraic system, a given algorithm is written only once. 
For instance, algorithms for the basic operations over polynomials do not depend on 
the precise nature of the coefficients: The opposite of a polynomial is the polynomial 
with the opposite coefficients. This algorithm may be implemented as soon as one 
knows that the coefficients are in some ring R, without any knowledge of the precise 
“value” of R. It is only at the runtime that the ring and the polynomial must be given: 
Over R = Z the opposite of 2x + 1 is -2x - 1, 
Over R = Z the opposite of x3 +$ is -x3 -:, 
Over R=Z[y] the opposite of(y+1)x2+3x+y is (-y-1)x2-3x-y, 
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In the last example, the unique implementation of the opposite of the polynomials is 
used recursively. But we want more. In our example, the construction should also be 
able to deal with ring homomorphisms: since Z is a subring of Q, the construction 
should “know” that Z[X] is a subring of Q[X]. 
This is possible in Axiom, but not in a systematic way. 
More subtle algorithms over polynomials, like gcd computation, require an inte- 
gral domain of coefficients. The gcd algorithm can be implemented only once for all 
pairs of polynomials (P(x), Q(x)) both in REX], where R is assumed to be integral 
domain. It may be run in Z[x] or Z[y][x], but not in (Z[y]/(y’- l))[x]. 
In our categorical context, we shall use the notion offinctor to give a general and 
coherent definition of such constructions, staying at the syntactic level. We use the 
following notations: Let d be a sketch which represents the “type of parameters”. The 
category d/BY9 represents the “possible values of parameters”. 
Definition 3.1. A parametrization by & is a functor from s4/bY2 to bYd. 
In the next section, we describe a method to get a lot of useful parametrizations. 
4. Parametrization using amalgamated sum 
4.1. Amalgamated sum 
Let b,,, bl, g2 be three sketches, and let h1 : do-@, and h2 : bo+E2 be morphisms 
of sketches. 
Definition 4.1. The amalgamated sum of b1 and &2 above &O is the sketch 
&=bl +8, E2 such that: 
(1) There are two morphisms of sketches k1 :b,-+&? and k2:&2+F such that 
klhl = k2hI. 
(2) For every sketch 8 with two morphisms of sketches k; : bl -8” and k; : 62+6’ 
such that k;h, = k;hz, there is a unique morphism of sketches k: CT+&” such that 
kkl = k; and kk, = k;. 
Property (2) of the definition is called the “universal property” of amalgamated sum. 
Roughly speaking, the amalgamated sum of two sketches above a third one consists 
in pasting these two sketches above the third one (their common part). This can be 
visualized as in Fig. 5: 
Remark 4.2. The amalgamated sum always exists and is essentially unique. 
4.2. Application to parametrization 
Let p be a morphism of sketches from d to 8. We define a parametrization 9 by 
&’ in the following way: 
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(1) (Image of the nodes of JZ.?/&YS?) :Let sJ be a node of the category JzI/GYS, 
i.e. a morphism from &‘. Let B be the target of sg. We define: 
q&J = 6 +,d B. 
The situation may be represented as in Fig. 6. 
(2) (Image ofthe arrows of&/bY_Q : Let F be an d-morphism from So to sy, which 
are morphisms from S! with respective targets &I and V. Thanks to the definition of 
the amalgamated sum of 8 and 9 above d, there are two morphisms tg : &+E +,, B 
and pJ : LZ#+E +.& 93 such that 
For the same reason, the amalgamated sum of & and $7 above A? gives two morphisms 
t,:b-d +.d%? and p,:V-+6 +,&%T such that 
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Fig. I. 
We note H = p%F : 9?+& +& W. Since F is an &-morphism, we have Fsg = sW and then 
Hs, = pWs,, and, finally, Hs, = tWp. Now, because of the universal property of the sum 
8 +& 92, there is a unique morphism Y from 8 +& 93 to 8 +& V? such that Yp, = H and 
Yt, = tu. We define 
P(F)= Y. 
The situation is as shown in Fig. 7: 
Proposition 4.3. Dejned in this way, 9 is a functor from &l&Y9 to &Y% 
Proof. The proof comes from the fact that the construction of the amalgamated sum is 
a “functorial” construction. However, we give the complete proof. We must verify the 
following. 
(1) 9(I&) = I&(.++ This is true because 9 (Id,) is the unique morphism such that 
9(Idd)td=td and 9(ZdB)pd=pJ. 
(2) If F: sa+sw and G : sy -‘s% are two d-morphisms then Y(GF) = P(G) P(F). We 
use the former notations. By definition B(GF) is the unique morphism such that 
P(GF) td = t9 and P(GF)pB = priGF. 
Since Y(F) and 9”(G) satisfy Y(G)p, = p,G and Y(F)p, = p%F, we have 
pYGF=9’(G)p~F=~(G)~(F)p~. 
Moreover, since Y(G) tw = tg and P(F) tg = tr we have 
ty = B(G) tW = P(G)9’(F) ta. 
In short, P(G)P(F) satisfies 
9(G) S”(F) ta = t% and P(G)P(F)pg = p9GF. 
The unicity now gives .P(G)P(F)=P(GF). 0 
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Fig. 9. 
4.3. Exurnples 
Example 4.4 (A sketch of modules over a ring. The vector space structure). We consider 
that a sketch of modules over a ring is parametrized by the ring. Let & be the sketch of 
rings defined in the Example 1.6. We consider the sketch 8 shown in Fig. 8. The sketch 
t” essentially is the “union” of the sketch _&’ with a sketch of groups, both connected by 
a distinguished projective cone corresponding to the “product” K1 x Gr. The mor- 
phism p from JZZ to & is the injection. 
Let sd be a morphism from ,r3, with target 28. We construct, with the amalgamated 
sum, a sketch corresponding to the structure of B-module. 
The sketch B can be, for instance, the sketch of fields built from ~2 by adding a new 
node K:, new arrows inv and i from KT to K 1, and the distinguished inductive cone 
(see Fig. 9): 
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Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11. 
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This translates the property: “a field is a ring where each element different from zero 
is invertible”. Constructing the amalgamated sum of .G? and d above d we get the 
sketch 9 which is “like & where everything about &’ is replaced by 98”. We have the 
graph depicted in Fig. 10. Then 9 is a sketch of vector spaces over a field. 
Example 4.5 (A sketch of polynomials over a ring). In the same way, we consider that 
the sketch of polynomials over a ring is parametrized by its coefficient ring. Let d be 
a sketch of rings. We consider the sketch & shown in Fig. 11. The sketch 6 is obtained 
by adding to the sketch JZ!: 
(1) Another copy of the sketch of rings (because polynomials over a ring form 
a ring) to which we add the arrow x and a distinguished inductive cone to characterize 
the polynomial zero 
(2) A distinguished projective cone which connects both sketches 
(3) An arrow (mul) to multiply a polynomial by a coefficient 
(4) An arrow (Icoef) to get the leading coefficient of each nonzero polynomial 
(5) A sketch of natural numbers to get the degree of each nonzero polynomial 
In order to change the parameter, it is sufficient to “replace” .d by the new parameter. 
Example 4.6 (A sketch of thejeld offractions of an integral domain). With this method 
we can also use a morphism p from a sketch 9 of integral domains to a sketch 
d corresponding to the field of fractions of an integral domain. 
Let the parameter be the sketch 98 of polynomials over an integral domain. Then 
the amalgamated sum builds a sketch corresponding to the rational fractions over an 
integral domain. 
5. Conclusion 
Sketches provide a powerful environment to describe the usual mathematical 
structures [4, lo]. They can also be used to describe usual (and not so usual) 
computation mechanisms [6, 73. In this paper, we have given a definition of paramet- 
rization and a systematic way to construct new structures from existing ones. In 
addition, it seems clear that many more applications of sketches to computer algebra 
can be discovered. 
Based on these results, we suggest to use sketches to design a computer algebra 
system based on category theory. 
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